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Welcome, honoured society, to CLAWs. We are the Cape Legion of Adventurers
and Wargamers: the most powerful gaming and roleplaying society that UCT has
ever known. It is our hope that within our ranks you may find friendship, fun, and
fuel for your fire, whatever you may burn for.

This year we hope to see much and more life flowing around within our society.
To that end we shall be hosting, as is our tradition, weekly Boardgames Evenings
as well as Friday Night Magic: The Gathering tournaments. We shall have several
instances of organized KAOS, umpteen LARPS and modules, and tabletop
campaigns. August will also see us rising up in force to create and enjoy
Dragonfire: our annual gaming convention.

Our society has a history to it, one that I will not bore you with, but that I can
assure you is something to be proud of. We shall continue to carve out our name
boldly, and it is truly my pleasure to be able to stand alongside you all as we do so.

May we come to know each other throughout this year, as we step into the worlds
of wonder that only we can create. And may each of us bring back a little bit of
that shared wonder into ourselves.

And now, go forth, brave society! Now, for bravery! Now, for unity!

Now! For VICTORY!

Your CLAWthing,
Rikus
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How to teach a game
To people who want to learn
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Global Game Jam
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Rolemaster
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Battletech
Aside
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Don't Panic
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SIX 13  The 5th
Annual Cape Tattoo
Convention
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The Assassin
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salutatıons from thecommıttee
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A hundred and forty-seven reasons whyArchbigot hates Facebook debates
- By the Archbigot of the Necropolis

People exaggerate
They use logical fallacies

Your face is a logical fallacy
Lol phallus-y

People are immature
THEY WRITE IN SHOUTY

CAPITALS
They use personal insults

Some people make inflammatory
statements

And then don’t want to debate
them

I don’t want to debate them
They clog up my feed
Everyone generalises

Or use corner-cases as irrefutable
proof

For example, this one time at
band-camp…

I hate band camp
They made me play the tuba

I hate the tuba
I hate tubes

I have worms in my tubes
There are worms in the intertubes

Facebook is in the intertubes
Facebook is a worm

That feeds on debates
IT SUCKS YOU IN

Slurp.

And then you die
And resurrection spells are

expensive
Who has diamonds anyway

Diamonds kill people
People kill people

And then make Facebook statuses
about it

Everyone’s an expert
So no one is

EVERYONE IS STUPID
Except me

I hate stupid people
Stupid people hate me

Because I don’t read their long-
ass arguments

Never read anything after “see
more”

I don’t want to see more
I’ve seen enough

It’s too long
Like this article
I hate this article

Because it doesn’t have “see
more”

You see everything
All at once
All the way

WHAT DOES IT MEAN!!?
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CLASSIFIEDS
Births

A 20 year old Manel van Hassel had
reformed his dissolved body within the
gut of an alien monstrosity through
sheer force of willpower. Witnesses
claim that he spoke his first words:
"Like being born again," upon cutting
himself free.

Deaths
The slightly rotting corpses of Sukasa
the Skeletal Samurai and his Scorned
Men, having finally commited Sudoku
after bringing much dishonour to their
names.

Something to Consider
You could have spent the time it took
you to read this sentence doing
something productive.

Lost
Waterstrider class cruiser in sector
AH342. Logs will indicate that the
vessel's designation is 'The Good Ship
Not a Decoy."

Fridge quotes
"I roll to seduce the paladin."
"Go ahead. You'll get +2 because her
armour is really uncomfortable in this
kind of weather."

"I don't think you understand. T-that
sort of thing is frowned upon in this
community."
"It's alright, I'm not from this
community."

Seeking
Followers willing to See the Light.
Dehydration tolerance preferred.
Contact Jericho.

For Sale
One pristine Waterstrider class cruiser.
Very Cheap! Fully outfitted with
everything your crew could need,
from furniture to a food court. Some
advanced equipment not included.

Actual Ads
For quality eldritch oddments and
accessories, visit LoveCraft and Co. at
www.etsy.com/shop/LoveCraftandCo






